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Volunteers for the California Archaeological Site Stewardship 
Program (CASSP) regularly visit assigned sites on public lands. 
They record changes in site conditions, and report to the local 
archaeologist at the public agency managing the land. The first 
team of volunteers was created at the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM) Ridgecrest Field Office in 1999. Since then, more 
than 600 people have participated in over thirty training work-
shops held across the state. CASSP volunteers work at BLM field 
offices, US Forest Service ranger districts, National Parks, and 
State Parks, and help protect over 120 prehistoric and historic 
sites and districts in California. 

Most of the work done by CASSP is subsidized by the volun-
teers who freely use their own skills and time, equipment and gas 
to make their site visits. CASSP activities depend on the enthusi-
asm and energy of volunteers; CASSP’s grants and in-kind sup-
port come in recognition of the volunteers’ accomplishments. We 
are grateful to the support provided by the Society for California 
Archaeology (SCA), the BLM State Office, and the Off-Highway 
Motor Vehicle Recreation Division of California State Parks

Living year to year on grants is not necessarily a bad thing. 
It promotes efficiency and budget discipline, requires constant 
achievement, and encourages creativity. And writing grant ap-
plications causes us to review what we’ve done.

CASSP should continue to do the things that it does well—
regular site visits by trained volunteers, public outreach with 
workshops, and volunteer support. We also need to examine addi-
tional needs and opportunities. On their own, many volunteers are 
expanding the activities of site stewardship. Examples appear in 
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The first day of 
the volunteer 
training 
workshop 
consists of 
lectures and 
discussions. 
This workshop 
was held in 
Barstow in 
March, 2007.

The advanced 
training 
workshop at 
the Presidio of 
San Francisco 
in February, 
2007, focused 
on historic 
preservation.

this newsletter Two articles describe how CASSP volunteers are 
helping to update, verify, and augment the information already 
recorded about sites on public lands. Another article reports on 
site stewards getting together to share experiences and informa-
tion. Other CASSP volunteers have helped public agencies take 
care of their collections. 

CASSP supporters and participants are the program’s most im-
portant resource. Please help now. Do you know about additional 
needs where CASSP could be effective? Are there opportuni-
ties for CASSP to partner with other volunteer organizations or 
public agencies to protect cultural resources? What grants might 
be available to fund CASSP activities? These questions will be 
discussed at the annual CASSP committee meeting at the SCA 
meetings in San Jose in March, 2007. Please attend if you can; 
please share your ideas with Beth and Chris Padon if you can’t 
(bpadon@discoveryworks.com or 562-431-0300).  ◊



by Peter Van der Naillen

So you have been trained by CASSP, assigned to an agency, and 
been introduced to your sites for evaluation. You have even moni-
tored them for awhile. So everything is on cruise control and you 
mail in the evaluations. Nothing much happening, right? Well as 
NPS archaeologist Mark Rudo said as he assigned my first site, 
“you will know these sites better than anyone else does or has for 
decades.” And then you start to see things.

MRN-379
Maybe a year after starting to monitor this Coast Miwok bluff 

top site near the ocean, I started to notice the visitors. The cattle 
had long since been fenced out and the vegetation, mainly thistles 
and seasonal grasses, had reclaimed the site. Then in the Spring 
I noticed the grass matted down and scatological calling cards, 
pretty fresh too. So what’s this all about? Let’s try the virtual 
route first and try to identify the donors from digital photography. 
Nope, we have to get in closer, hands on even. Tracks is tracks so 
it’s time to collect them. Rubber gloves, baggies, and a stop in my 
home freezer came next. “They are truffles, dear. Really.” Then to 
Mark’s desk and on to the experts, in this case Dr. Natalie Gates, 
large animal maven at Point Reyes. “Looks like calf, stacked 
coins. Let’s keep an eye on it.” I don’t remember any CASSP 
training in this area but I was a little sleepy after lunch. So back 
to the site and more collecting with immediate delivery to the 
good doctor. Well almost immediate but a three day weekend 
intervened. Nevertheless, an identification was made: deer, calf, 
and human. So what to make of all this in relation to protecting 
the site? Deer presents no problem. They don’t dig and their trails 
are minor. Calves can be a problem if the adults get in as well. 
Cattle exclusion is the principal site stabilization choice at this 
site. Now human intrusion is a little more problematic, but the 
site is so revegetated that the first case of poison oak will prob-
ably eliminate the issue. Probably more important is that there 
is no evidence of wild pig, a potentially serious disturbance. So 
for now we are in a wait and see mode and Dr. Gates can stand 
down.

MRN-308
This is another Coast Miwok site adjacent to Limantour Estero 

with a very extensive cattle exclusion fence. So what are a few 
matted areas and definite cow pies (no need for a consultation 
this time) doing there? The fence is intact with vertical bluff faces 
guarding the ends. Did they come in by sea? Well almost. A lucky 
visit at low tide revealed tracks showing that a mother and calf 
entered the site along the beach having come down a gully sev-
eral hundred yards away. Unless they give a seminar to the rest of 
the herd on the lunar cycle, the impact is minimal so we are again 
in wait and see mode.

At Mark’s request I recorded this site. The boundaries had 
been clearly defined by two excavations in the 1950s. I confirmed 
the boundary and mapped it. Then on an evaluation visit with a 
friend, he noticed some shell on a hillside outside the boundary 

and broadcast from a rodent burrow. No way, I said. The profes-
sionals have been here and defined the site. Well maybe, but the 
earlier work on the site had been well before cattle exclusion 
fencing. We have noticed that excluding cattle from various sites 
has resulted in the quick creation of revegetated mini-habitats. 
Perhaps the rodent activity revealing more cultural materials 
came about because the site is now more protected. Regardless, 
my recent boundary is inaccurate and the actual site may be 
larger. Shall we survey the hillside? Well, not in that dense thicket 
of poison oak. Let’s note the potential for an enlarged site in the 
updated record and adopt a wait and see mode. Sounds good to 
me.

MRN-288
This Coast Miwok site near Kehoe Beach is much disturbed 

by old road construction and subject to heavy public use. While 
not worthy of site stabilization, the site record was almost forty 
years old and needed updating using the modern protocols. I put 
in a datum, mapped the site, and updated the narrative. Returning 
to the site I decided to visit the scene of a relative no-brainer. So 
now where is that datum? It’s gone. But the GPS says it’s right 
here. I’ll come back with a metal detector. Still can’t find it. I 
guess I need to work on my field skills. As it turns out the datum, 
a stake with orange flag-
ging, had attracted enough 
attention to be removed and 
flung some fifteen meters 
away. Borrowing a lesson 
from those rest room keys 
dragging a cannon ball, the 
datum is now a five-hun-
dred pound bench set in 
concrete.

MRN-278
How can we lose a site? 

Well not truly lost, more 
misplaced. This bluff top 
Coast Miwok site near Kehoe Beach was well known in 1941, 
but visits in 1974 and as late as 2004 yielded no trace of it. As 
it turns out a topographic mapping error in 1967 resulted in the 
site being displaced from the original location by about 200 
meters. This mistake was picked up and compounded thereafter 
by subsequent visitors. After a paper chase through various files 
in numerous locations, the error was discovered and is in the 
process of being corrected. To avoid going missing again, the site 
is now anchored by GPS to the Pacific Plate.

All of the above examples demonstrate how archaeological 
sites can be very dynamic both on the ground and even in the 
written record. What looks settled and beyond further inquiry can 
be anything but. Mark Rudo was right about a site steward know-
ing or coming to know a site better than anyone. That is one of 
the pleasures of the job.  ◊
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FIELD REPORT

Point Reyes Field Tales
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WORKSHOP

Volunteer training workshop 
held by BLM Barstow Field Office 

The Barstow Field Office of the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) hosted a volunteer training workshop on March 10–11, 
2007, at the Desert Discovery Center in Barstow. Twenty-five 
people participated, some coming from as far away as San Jose. 

During the classroom session on Saturday, participants heard 
presentations from BLM archaeologist Jim Shearer, paleontolo-
gist Bob Hilburn, BLM Law Enforcement Ranger Patrick Chas-
sie, and Britt Wilson, the Cultural Resources Coordinator for the 
Morongo Band of Mission Indians. There were discussions about 
local archaeology and paleontology, safety, cultural resources 
laws, and CASSP procedures.

The Saturday session was held in Barstow at the Desert 
Discovery Center, a non-profit, learning center for environmental 
programs. Many of the workshop participants took advantage 
of the breaks and the lunch hour to visit the Center’s interesting 
displays, including The Old Woman Meteorite, the second largest 
meteorite discovered in the United States.

On the second day of the workshop, participants took a field 
trip to local sites to train the volunteers in using the monitoring 
forms when they visit their assigned site. We began the tour at a 
deposit of historic debris. Jim Shearer pointed out the scars from 
illegal digging at this site done many years ago and yet, he noted 
that the site still contains important information on the historic 
use of the area during the early twentieth century. At the next site, 
Jim showed the volunteers prehistoric lithic artifacts lying on the 
desert varnish. He had recently discovered this site during a field 
reconnaissance. Soon, everyone was locating pieces of chipped 
stone, primarily chalcedony, that defined this prehistoric quarry 
site. The picture below shows some of us at this site.

This was the first volunteer training workshop to be offered 
for almost a year, and it quickly filled. Advanced registration is 
required for all CASSP workshops. To view the latest schedule, 
visit the CASSP web site, www.cassp.org.  ◊

MRN-308 showing dramatic effect of cattle exclusion fence.

MRN-278, the misplaced site now under permanent guard.

MRN-379 with heavy re-vegetation and hungry cattle in the  background.

Participants in the Barstow workshop visited two sites during the field training . 
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FIELD REPORT

Studies at CA-FRE-2244 Petroglyph

by Ray Iddings

California Archaeological Site Steward-
ship Program (CASSP) training gives 
volunteers wonderful opportunities to 
help preserve heritage sites while help-
ing cultural resources managers monitor 
public and natural impact on important 
sites. After completing CASSP training, I 
began monitoring sites for the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM), Hollister field 
office, and provide periodic reports about 
site conditions to the BLM archaeologist 
Erik Zaborsky, who uses this information 
to maintain active insight about these sites.

I am privileged to stewardship several 
sites in the southern Diablo Range of 
central California. Among these sites is a 
boulder containing a petroglyph panel on 
its northeastern face. Because of respect-
ful stewardship monitoring, CA-FRE-
2244 recently began revealing some of 
its long-held secrets. This site was first 
discussed by BLM archaeologist Bruce 
Crespin in 1982 as the Westside Solstice 
Site because of its possible orientation 
to a distant geological feature during the 
winter solstice sunrise. The site was record 
in 1989 by California Department of 
Forestry archaeologists John Betts, Daniel 
Foster, and Richard Jenkins and listed on 
the National Register of Historic Places in 
2003. However, until recently, no physi-
cal evidence was observed to support the 
solstice relationship theory.

CA-FRE-2244 consists of several 
features including three bedrock mor-
tars, a 380-cm. (wide) by 300-cm. (high) 
sandstone petroglyph panel, several stone 
features containing cupules, and a small 
circle-of-rocks feature. Although today, 
the petroglyphs are badly eroded, accord-
ing to local informants, the panel once 
exhibited a rich variety of precontact art-
istry. A natural fracture transects the entire 
vertical face of the panel and dissects the 
boulder at an approximately 66°/146° azi-
muth. Another, smaller fracture transects 
the rock vertically from the top to about 
mid-height, and then turns horizontal 
(west) to intersect the larger fracture. Both 
edges of these fractures are decorated with 
cupule dots, snake glyphs, and horizontal 

bands. The width of the middle portion of 
the vertical fracture, beginning about 70 
cm above the ground, is possibly modi-
fied because it opens to an approximately 
consistent 4 cm width for another 70 cm. 
Additional panel artistry includes birds, 
circles, and anthropomorphic figures. 
Large pieces of the boulder have fallen 
off and lay face down on the ground. It is 
speculated that these fragments may also 
contain petroglyphs. However, no attempt 
has been made to examine these broken 
sections, nor have any excavations or 
material evaluations been conducted at the 
site.

Primary panel at CA-FRE-2244.

During the August 2005 visit, this 
author realized that the face of the primary 
petroglyph panel lies perpendicular to 
summer solstice sunrise. This observation 
developed into the need to reexamine the 
site during solstice and equinox events.

Rodger Tiffin accompanied me to the 
site in June 2006 to help observe and 
video-record the panel during summer 
solstice sunrise. Because the site is remote 
and requires driving many miles of dirt 
road, we accessed the area the day before 
solstice and camped some distance from 
the site. We arose early the next morning, 
hiked to the site, and waited for sun-
rise. Because, CA-FRE-2244 is located 
in a narrow canyon, sunrise occurred 
on a nearby ridge at 68.8° azimuth. It 
took several minutes for the sunshine to 
fully engulf the primary petroglyph panel 
revealing that the fracture alignment paral-
lels the sunrise, thus filling portions of the 
fracture with light to a final depth of about 
60 cm.

The primary panel is on the north-
eastern face of a large boulder that has 
fractured into three pieces producing an 
eastern section, a western section, and an 
upper section. From the panel perspective, 
the upper section appears to have migrated 
outward about 10 to 15 cm north. The 
eastern edge of the upper section is paral-
lel with the summer solstice sunrise. The 
upper portion of the western rock section, 
west of the upper fragment, has broken 
off. This piece of the rock lies, face down, 
on the ground in front of the panel.

Directly below the upper rock section, 
we observed several modifications that 
created an illuminated wedge where the 
shadowed lower portion perfectly parallels 
a series of short line-segmented glyphs, 
or bars, that decorate the rock along the 
eastern portion of the main fracture. The 
upper portion of this series of glyphs 
bends eastward below where the two 
fractures intersect. The shadow formed 
during summer solstice sunrise parallels 
the upper portion of these glyphs. Because 
of the boulder’s orientation and the way in 
which the shadow’s locus is modified, this 
illumination phenomena can only occur 
during summer solstice.

This author next visited the site during 
autumnal equinox. I arrived at the site the 
day before to gather additional informa-
tion. I had been working there for several 
hours and was about to return to camp 

Primary panel during summer solstice sunrise. 
Photograph courtesy R. Tiffin.
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when I noticed that sunlight was begin-
ning to glisten through the rock’s main 
fracture from the end opposite the panel. 
I waited to see what might happen as the 
fracture slowly aligned to the sun’s posi-
tion. My patience was soon rewarded with 
the privilege of witnessing a small flicker 
of light, shaped somewhat like a flame, 
appear on the ground in front of the glyph 
panel and slowly move away from the 
panel, pointing precisely toward the sum-
mer solstice sunrise point. I was awestruck 
at witnessing this event because I realized 
that it was last seen several hundred years 
before by one of our Native forebears.

I returned to camp and arose early the 

following morning to observe sunrise 
during the day of equinox. Visiting the 
site during equinox sunrise revealed that 
the panel fracture plays a central role in 
the calendrical petroglyph. The stone 
portion on the eastern side of the fracture 
that is modified to form the locus for the 
shadow during summer solstice, is further 
modified to produce a shadow parallel 
to the bend in the rock’s fracture, thus 
shadowing a portion of the rock east of the 
fracture and illuminating the face west of 
the fracture.

Rodger Tiffin accompanied me to the 
site during the winter solstice but a cloudy 
overcast prevented us from observing sun-

Point Shadow 
Date

Possible Associations

A Oct. 12 / 
Mar. 1

October Acorn Harvest

B Oct. 15 / 
Feb. 10

Oct. Acorn Harvest; 
Orionids Meteor 
Shower (Oct. 15-29)

C Oct. 30 / 
Feb. 25

Yokuts Funeral 
Celebration (Oct. 30)

D Nov. 10 / 
Jan. 23

Leonids Meteor 
Shower (Nov. 13-20)

E Dec. 10 / 
Jan. 3

Geminids Meteor 
Shower (Dec. 6-19)

F Dec. 22 Winter Solstice

Arrival of sunrise shadow on calendrical cupules.

rise and an approaching storm prohibited 
us from remaining at the site.

Parametric data collected from the 
site allowed me to estimate the shadow’s 
movement across some of the glyphs 
associated with the annual calendrical 
petroglyphs contained on the panel. This 
is shown in the table below with shadow 
points marked as A, B, C ... (from left cu-
pule column reading right to solar glyph).

Because of our reevaluation of the site, 
we have determined that it is much larger 
and more complex than originally thought. 
Our new site map includes several more 
bedrock mortars and a large lithic scatter. 
Additional fieldwork in the area has also 
found an array of previously unrecorded 
sites nearby resulting a new perspective of 
the prehistoric landscape.

 Although this work extends far beyond 
the effort that resource manager should 
expect from site stewards, it illustrates the 
possible benefits that managers and stew-
ards gain from CASSP volunteers. The 
resource manager gains significant and 
timely information about important sites 
and volunteers are sometime rewarded by 
thrill associated with significant rediscov-
eries.

I thank the SCA and Beth and Chris 
Padon for making CASSP possible and for 
providing profession CASSP training; Erik 
Zaborsky for allowing me the stewardship 
privilege in such an awesome area; Rodger 
Tiffin for assisting; our Native forebears 
for the honor of allowing me to participate 
in their ancient scientific discovery. ◊

Sketch of calendrical petroglyphs at CA-FRE-2244. By Ray Iddings.

Autumnal equinox sunrise shadow at CA-FRE-2244 petroglyphs, September 22, 2006 at 07:41.
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The Presidio of San Francisco hosted an 
advanced workshop on historic preserva-
tion on Saturday and Sunday, February 
10–11, 2007. This year’s workshop was 
organized by Presidio Trust archaeologist, 
Liz Clevenger, assisted by Beth Arm-
strong, a CASSP site steward.

On Saturday, fifteen site stewards 
met with Presidio Trust preservation 
staff, Federal Preservation Officer Ric 
Borjes, and Historical Preservation 
Specialists Christina Wallace and Rob 
Thomson, for lectures and hands-on 
exercises. Ric provided a concise but 
thorough review of historic preservation 
at the Presidio. He pointed out that 
historic preservation includes historic 
landscapes as well as historic buildings. 
Rob Thomson gave a clear explanation 
on the sometimes complex compliance 
process that the Presidio must follow. He 
described how this give-and-take process 
does result in the best alternative for 
preservation. Christina took the group 
on a demonstration tour and let everyone 
experiment with her moisture meter 
and pocket microscope. The volunteers 
quickly learned how important these 
tests can be to determine the “health” of 
a building and the level of rehabilitation 
needed. Presidio Trust Architect, Rob 
Wallace joined Ric, Rob, and Christina in 

Advanced training workshop in historic 
preservation

Christina Wallace, center, provides an example of 
background research conducted on Presidio buildings. 

WORKSHOP

Contributors to this issue:

Beth and Chris Padon administer CASSP, and they are chairpersons of 
the SCA Site Stewardship committee. They own Discovery Works, Inc., a 
cultural resources management firm in Los Alamitos, California.

Peter Van der Naillen is a site steward in for the Point Reyes National 
Seashore in Marin County. He also volunteers at the Archaeology Lab at 
The Presidio of San Francisco.

Ray Iddings has worked on archaeology projects in central and 
southern California, and is a site steward for the BLM Hollister Field 
Office. He also directs Three Rocks Research (www.3rocks.org).

David Lee works at the UC Riverside Sweeney Granite Mountains Desert 
Research Center. His site stewardship includes supporting other site 
stewards at the Mojave National Preserve and the Bishop Field Office. 

the afternoon and took us on a step-by-
step tour of rehabilitation projects within 
the Presidio. This part of the workshop 
greatly helped our stewards to understand 
the role of historic preservation with the 
built environment.

On Sunday, Liz was joined by archae-
ologists Eric Blind, and Leo Barker at the 
Presidio Archaeology Laboratory. Under 
their supervision, the site stewards enthu-
siastically dry-screened soils excavated 
from the Crissy Field Archaeological Re-
search Project, a National Park Service ex-
cavation within the Presidio. Eric, Liz, and 
Leo kept the stewards organized and they 
willingly answered questions about the 
historic artifacts that were found. Recov-
ered items included nails, bricks, bottles 
and bottle fragments, bones from cuts of 
beef, and buttons. Beth Armstrong found 
the most unique artifact, a dime-sized 
token from Co. E, 25th Infantry. The 25th 
Infantry was one of four African American 
regiments that spent time at the Presidio in 
the 19th and early 20th centuries.

This was the fifth advanced workshop 
at the Presidio, and all of the participants 
enjoyed both days of learning.

More information about the Presidio is 
available at The Presidio Trust web site, 
www.presidio.gov, and at the Golden 
Gate National Recreation Area web site, 
www.nps.gov/goga. ◊

Ric Borjes, left, describes the Presidio’s unique 
Victorian houses on Funston Avenue.

Workshop participants take a close look at the historic 
rehabilitation of Building 56, Presidio Blvd. 

CASSP volunteers contributed ninety person hours in 
screening historic artifacts at the Archaeology Lab. 
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VOLUNTEERS

by David Lee

In early March, 2006, a group of site stewards from the Bishop 
area met to monitor sites on the Volcanic Tablelands and get 
together for dinner to discuss the program and get to know each 
other. On Tuesday, ten stewards monitored seven sites, and 
twelve stewards met for dinner. On Wednesday, five stewards 
monitored five sites, and on Thursday, six stewards monitored 
four sites, and field-recorded one of them. Weather was very 
cooperative, and everyone enjoyed soaking up the sun and 
stretching their legs. Illegal motorcycle tracks were observed at 
two sites, and this information was passed on to Kirk Halford, the 
BLM Archaeologist in Bishop. Various stewards will file moni-
toring reports. 

Owens Valley site stewards 
meet in Bishop and at Sweeney 
Granite Mountains Desert 
Research Center

Volunteers visit a Mojave Desert rock art site during a CASSP training workshop. Volunteers visit a Mojave Desert rock art site during a CASSP training workshop.

On January 22, 2007, ten archaeological site stewards from the 
Owens Valley met at the home of David and Charlotte Lee. After 
a hearty, home-cooked dinner by Charlotte, there was a lively dis-
cussion about managing sites in the area, and the stewards’ role. 
Bureau of Land Management Archaeologist Kirk Halford was in 
attendance, leading the discussion and answering questions. The 
next day, four of the stewards braved the cold and wind (the Ow-
ens Valley had just experienced a record cold spell) to head north 
of Bishop to monitor several sites on the Volcanic Tableland.

During an annual gathering of the Mojave Rock Art Workshop 
(a small meeting of researchers and land managers working with 
rock art in the Mojave Desert), site steward Brian Birdsall gave a 
presentation about his role as a CASSP volunteer in the Mojave, 
and his work setting up a GIS database of archaeological sites for 
the Sweeney Granite Mountains Desert Research Center. Bureau 
of Land Management Archaeologist Kirk Halford gave a presen-
tation on management concerns in the Owens Valley and a very 
lively discussion followed.  ◊
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We welcome submissions to the Newsletter; however, articles may be 
edited for length and content, and all submitted materials become 
property of the Society for California Archaeology. 
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interested parties. To receive the newsletter by mail, or by e-mail in 
Adobe Acrobat Reader PDF format, or to submit items for publication, 
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CASSP Newsletter
c/o Discovery Works, Inc.
10591 Bloomfield Street
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(562) 431-0300 
or send an e-mail message to bpadon@discoveryworks.com. 
Submissions may be edited for content or space.

The opinions, commentary, and articles appearing in this Newsletter 
represent the views of the authors, and not necessarily those of the 
SCA, the SCA Executive Board, or any CASSP sponsors and participants.

BACK PAGE

California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program
c/o Discovery Works, Inc.
10591 Bloomfield Street
Los Alamitos, CA 90720

Over 600 copies of this newsletter are sent to CASSP partici-
pants, supporters, and other interested parties. While we hope 
that all of you are pleased to receive the newsletter, we do know 
that people’s interests change. If you no longer wish to receive a 
printed copy of the newsletter, please contact Beth Padon at 562-
431-0300 or bpadon@discoveryworks.com, and we will remove 
your name from the mailing list. Also, please contact us if you 
are reading someone else’s copy, and wish to add your name to 
the mailing list.

Sometimes it 
is necessary to 
take a break. This 
photo was taken 
at the Mojave 
National Preserve, 
during a volunteer 
workshop field 
trip.


